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~h1KlCUil gaUery-Nijo Castle, Kyoto, built in 16 0 3
Kabuki actor on stage and in nrivate life

56 Gesture of a calli}!;raphy master
On the Yokohama dock, from Japon illttstre bv Felicien
The text does not "gloss" the images, which do not

Challaye, Paris, 19 1 5

"illustrate" the text. For me, each has been no more

66-7 Offering a present, from Japon illustre
90

9 2 -3

than the onset of a kind of visual uncertainty,

Press clipping from the newspaper Kobe Shinbun, and
portrait of the actor Teturo Tanba

analogous perhaps to that loss of meaning Zen calls

Last photographs of General Nogi and his wife, taken the
day before their suicide in September I9 I2 . From

the circulation and exchan[,'"e of these signifiers:

a satori. Text and image, interlacing, seek to ensure

body, face, writing;
of signs.
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Children in front of a puppet show, 195!
demonstration in Tokyo
The actor Kazuo Funaki

x

the Vietnam War

in them to read the retreat

Faraway

If I want to imagine
a fictive nation, I can give it
.....-.""'..
an
treat it declaratively as a novelistic object,
create a new Garabagne, so as to compromise no :eal country
by my fantasy (though it is then that fantasy itself I compro
?f lit.~ratu;:e). I can also--tboughin no way
claiming to represent or to analyze reality itself (these being
the major gestures of Western discourse) -isolate some
where in the world (faraway) a certain number of features
term employed in linguistics), and out of these features
deliberately form a system. It is this
which I shall
Japan;,
Hence Orient and Occident cannot be taken here as "real
ities" to be compared and contrasted historically, philosoph
ically,
politically. I am not lovingly gazing toward
an Oriental essence-to me the Orient is a matter of indiffer
ence, merely providing a reserve features whose manipula
tion-whose invented interplay-allows me to "entertain"
the idea of an unheard-of symbolic system, one altogether
detached from-:~ur()~n.What canbe~ddressed, in the
consideration of the Orient, are not other symbols, another
metaphysics, another wisdom (tho~&h the latter might appear
thoroughly desirabJe); it is the possibility of a difference,
propriety of symbolic
a mutation. of a revolution in
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systems. Someday we must write the history of our own
obscurity-manifest the density of our narcissism, tally down
through the centuries the several appeals to difference we may
have occasionally heard, the ideological recuperations which
have infallibly followed and which consist in always accli
mating our incognizance of Asia by means of certain known
languages (the Orient of Voltaire, of the Revue Asiatique,
of Pierre Loti, or of Air
. Today there are doubtless a
thousand things to learn about the Orient: an enormous labor
of knol1/Zedge is and will be necessary (its delay can only be
the result of an ideological occultation); but it is also neces
sary that, leaving aside vast regions of darkness (capitalist
Japan, American acculturation, technological development),
a slender thread of light search out not other symbols but the
very fissure of the symbolic. This fissure cannot appear on
the level of cultural products: what is presented here does not
appertain (or so it is hoped) to art, to Japanese urbanism,
to Japanese cooking. The author has never, in any sense,

photograph~d Japan. Rather,.he.b<!~"~()I1~tp~gpp9,.sit£:,.J:J.Pa.,?
has starred him withany.tl~b,t:..t:,.QC'.':flashes";or, better still,
Japan ha~ afforded-hi~ a
This situation
is the very one in
a certain disturbans~_gL.theMperson
occurs, a subversi.()n9L~:J.£tis:r._t~.adings, a sh9ck of meaning
void,
lacerated, extenuated to the point of its
~i~ theQb.ject'st:Y~J: ceasing to besignifi~anr,gesirable.
W titing is after all, in its way, a satori: satori (the Zen
is a more or less powerful (thoughl~ no way
formal) seism~l1i~l1. C~ll:s<:~J<_n9w1.l;sl.g~j .9!...!lle subjec,r, to
vacilIate: it creates an.e.rrtptiness
And it is also
an emptiness of b~~uag{;'Whichcolls,tjt,ut.es writing; it is
from this emptiness that derive the features with which Zen,
in the eXC::T12tionfr.om all 111<;"':,!:1,!:j:;,j_~.!-~!.L.-O::;~.l6"'.!_;~'!.'>L.&~'_l,~:':'':I
houses, flower arrangements, fa.ces, violence.
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Mit, emptiness

